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1. Cover Photo  
 

Sechelt Library staff’s “daily encouragement and support photo” sent to staff member on leave from 

work.  On the countdown from 20 to none – we take a different photo each day and send. 

   

2. AGM Preparation  
 

The Annual general Meeting of the Sechelt Public Library will be held on Saturday March 26, 2021 via 

zoom. 

 

Nominations 

As per the Policy Manual, a Nomination Package has been created and will be available for pick up in the 

library.  

 

Nominating Committee 

This ad hoc committee consists of Pat Harvey, Board Chair and one or more interested Board Members.   

 

Ads: 

As per Policy Guidelines, the advertisement was out in the Coast Reporter on Friday February 25. 

 

Zoom Link for AGM: 

Jack Young will set up an AGM zoom meeting link so we can have it on the website with the Agenda  

 

Trustees: 

As we currently understand, trustees continuing in the 2022-2023 two-year term: 

  Garry Nohr    

Jack Young   

 

As we currently understand, nominees for Trustees for the two-year term 2022-2023, who are 

willing to be re-appointed to the Board are:  

Ann Hopkins 

Ruth Moore 

Pat Harvey 

Rhian Piprell 

 

The following Board member will have completed an 8-year term and are required to take at least 

1 year off: 

Beverly Shimazaki 

 

As we currently understand, we will have openings for up to three (3) new Board Members 
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3. Grants 
 

Canada Healthy Communities Grant 

This is the grant we applied for and received from the Canada Healthy Communities Initiative for $7541.  

Our current cost calculations for materials and labor for cataloguing and packaging have allowed us to 

purchase a total of 30 Playaway Launchpads consoles, all geared towards Brain Games: 

Brain Games:  

Filled with puzzles, word games, number challenges, and tests of speed and logic, this collection 

will train the mind by challenging memory, reaction time, problem-solving and observation 

skills, attention span and more. 
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CVITP (Community Volunteer Income Tax Program) Grant 

We are still awaiting receipt of Canada EPOST Connect funds through the ridiculously over-complicated 

government CVITP grant portal (part of Revenue Canada).  We have already purchased a dedicated 

printer for Terri Fjaagesund, our CVITP (and also SPL processing volunteer) to use when she is in the 

library.  Last year Terri lugged her own printer and laptop in every day (as she does with all locations she 

volunteers at) so part of our grant application was to allow the purchase of a dedicated printer for her that 

did not need to be transported every day.  Jason has already set up proper connections for her laptop to 

connect with the new printer.  (see also Tax Preparation section)   

We have adjusted our tech appointments in the Room of Requirement to allow for Terri to have private 

use each full Tuesday for two months.  Appointments will be commencing free tax preparation on March 

1st for qualified clients.             

 

Sunshine Coast Healthcare Auxiliary Grant 

We have just completed the written grant application to the Sunshine Coast Healthcare Auxiliary grant 

which focused on “initiatives that focus on a health benefit for the residents of the Sunshine Coast”.   Our 

request was for funding for the incredible adult Chair Yoga program we started in 2021 as well as an 

intergenerational 10-week course we would like to have in the summer. As our library funds will be much 

more limited this year (last year we had some extra grants), we have already had to cancel the Spanish 

classes and do not want to have to cancel the chair yoga as well.   We put a thought of effort into this 

application and hope that we are successful.      

Here are three testimonials (names withheld) we included in the application: 

I joined the Chair yoga sessions at the Sechelt Library in the Fall of 2022. I had not done yoga in 

the past and was a bit apprehensive about my abilities. After the first class, I was hooked---I felt 

so wonderful afterward. The instruction includes several options for participation to meet a wide 

variety of fitness levels and flexibility. As we age, our balance, strength and flexibility become 

paramount to our well-being and the option of remaining in our own homes. Julie is an excellent 

instructor that is mindful of the various needs of the group. My strength, flexibility and posture 

have improved enormously. (As has my pickleball game). I highly recommend chair yoga as 

activity to join and to enjoy.  Good luck with funding and I want you to know that, if necessary, 

I'll be happy to donate some money to the cause because I LOVE this class! 

 

The Chair Yoga Class was my first experience, after a month's hospitalization, of my real world 

as I knew it.   Exercise has always been an important part of my life.  I was unable to walk yet or 

stand alone but I could sit and do these movements with an incredible teacher, Julie Morgan.  As 

the weeks went by, it was, and still is, my favorite exercise moment with a smile, encouragement, 

spirituality, social connection and a happy body for which I'm forever grateful.   And you may 

use my name, Gil.  Good luck, and thanks, XXXXX  (who is now working out at the gym, 

walking daily, etc.)   Gall bladder November 2021  Age 88  

 

  

The Chair Yoga Class run through the Sechelt Library has become an important part of my week, 

physically and mentally.   Julie, our gracious instructor, makes It gentle enough for us to do 

allowing for health limitations, yet the movements are so effective.   Even online, meeting the 
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joyful people who run and attend the classes brings a mental boost through connection. And 

having free access to this class – invaluable!  Thank you for supporting this wonderful initiative. 

With gratitude. 

 

 

 

4. Funding Payments 
 

The Funding Agreement indicates the following dates for payment to the Sechelt Library: 

 Beginning of Q1 Beginning of Q2 Beginning of Q3 Beginning of Q4 

DOS 30% 30% 20% 20% 

SCRD 25% 25% 25% 25% 

SIGD 50% January 5 50% May 31 0% 0% 

Funding received to date: 

 Q1 pmt Q2 pmt Q3 pmt Q4 pmt 

DOS Received    

SCRD Received    

SIGD Received    

 

Note:  new census numbers will be used in redetermining contributions for 2023. 

 

5. Provincial Health Officer – Orders and Restrictions 
 

Since December 22, 2021, when significant changes first came forward by the BC Provincial Health 

Officer to our current library health and safety protocol (and we had to scramble to change all previously 

lined up January programming), we have had 8 new Orders to abide by.  The latest one dated February 

16th, 2022 on Gatherings and Events generally changed the quantity of participants allowed in an indoor 

program both based on social distancing and capacity limits. Previous guidelines that we were having to 

abide by in January only allowed us to have 4 participants in the entire community room for an event.  

Now we can have regular capacity. Vaccine passports are still an issue.     

 

I will give some examples of what we are now having to live with: 

1.  Just to be in the library: 

a. Masks required age 5+ 

b. Vaccine passports are NOT required 

2. Children’s programming OUTDOORS: 

a. No masks required 

b. No vaccine passports required 

3. Children’s programing INDOORS: 
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a. No masks under age 5 (for the kids) but masks required for any parents attending with the 

kids of course) 

b. No vaccine passports for children under 12 

c. Vaccine passports are NOT required for ages 12 – 21 if they are participating in a 

program for children or youth BUT if an adult (age 22+) accompanies a kid to a program 

then vaccine passports ARE REQUIRED (even though age 22+ does NOT require one to 

be in the library).  Go figure.    

 

Since December 1, 2021 – we have had 8 different Orders (and Guidance) given that we 

have to understand (not easy), adapt to, and implement.     

December 3, 2021 

PHO issues another Order for Face Coverings (COVID-19) dated December 3, 2021.  21 pages. 

 

December 22, 2021 

PHO issued new directives in the Gatherings and Events Order dated December 22, 2021.  28 

pages. 

 

January 11, 2022 

On January 7, 2022, the provincial health officer announced an order requiring employers to re-

activate their COVID-19 Safety Plans.  A change to COVID-19 Safety plans replaces the 

previous requirement for employers to have communicable disease prevention plans in their 

workplaces (which was not actually required in written form). While communicable disease 

prevention plans and COVID-19 Safety Plans share some of the same fundamental 

principles, COVID-19 Safety Plans are formal, written plans with more rigorous controls and are 

more appropriate for periods of elevated risk.  

 

January 17, 2022 

The Gatherings and Events Order dated December 22, 2021 was repealed and replaced 

with a new Gatherings and Events order dated January 17, 2022. It has no expiry date.  27 

pages. 

 

January 18, 2022 

BC Center for Disease Control (BC CDC) – guidance for Employers and Businesses 

 

January 20, 2022 

A new PHO Order on Workplace Safety dated January 20, 2022. It has no expiry date.  11 

pages. 

 

February 16, 2022 

A new PHO Order on Workplace Safety 

 

February 16, 2022 

PHO Order on Gathering and Events 
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6. Staffing 
 

As you already know, and as we are very sorry to say, we are losing the lovely and talented MJ, our 

Accounting and Administration Assistant this month.  MJ has been an absolute asset to our Sechelt 

Library team - and to me personally - and she will be greatly missed by all of our staff.   The search is 

underway for a new Accounting and Administration Assistant…     

 

MJ (right), with me, after the staff surprised us with a thankyou lunch and cards for always looking out for them. 
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7. Library Champions Project (New to BC) 
 

As a follow-up to last month… 

Despite all efforts by many libraries to have qualified participants, there were only two qualified people 

across the entire Sea to Sky and Sunshine Coast area interested in participating.  New to BC decided to 

cancel the Library Champions project for Sea to Sky and Sunshine Coast and offer in the lower mainland 

at some point in future. This does not surprise me.  

 

Interestingly enough, Sunshine Coast Welcoming Communities, whom our library is in touch with and 

whom we will be doing programs in future, says they also do a similar program called "Immigrant Peer 

Educator Program". Both programs are funded by the Federal Government. 

 

Letter from Nina (New to BC) 

I am sorry to say, but we will not be going ahead with the Library Champions Cycle this 
Spring, as we didn’t get enough registrations.   
At the last Information Session on Thursday, we only had 1 eligible person attend – and 
a total of 2 eligible people from the region who applied.  
  
I have let those 2 people (from Powell River) know that they can join one of the Metro 
Vancouver sessions that are coming up and still be connected with Natalie from the 
Powell River Library. 
  
Despite this low recruitment, I must say that I have been overwhelmed by all of your 
keen support of this project, your encouragement and your positivity. It has been my 
pleasure to work with you and I hope that if we try in future, we will have better 
success.  I know that this time it was not for lack of trying – and I thank each of you for 
everything you did to help promote the program and recruit participants. 
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8. Volunteer Income Tax Clinic 
 

Sechelt Library will again be hosting tax preparation with the Community Volunteer Income Tax 

Program.  Last year we hosted a record number of clients per tax prep volunteer (in all of Sunshine Coast) 

in our library after making every possible time slot available including our last resort location – the lobby 

area.     

This free service is always in very high and we have changed all schedules around to accommodate Terri 

F., our wonderful tax prep volunteer, in the Room of Requirement.  All signage, advertising, technical 

hookups, website, booking time sheets, etc. is ready to go for a March 1st start.       

 

 

 

Terry Fjaagesund, our CVITP volunteer, also  volunteering with Sechelt Public Library processing 
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9. Program Guides – March 2022 (Regular Programming) 
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10. CUPE 391 Union Job Reclassification 
 

On February 8th, Sam, Claire and myself met with two additional CUPE 391 Union heads and went 

through our process rationale in front of them.  It only took us three hours (originally scheduled for 8) and 

they were pleased. We also sent out proposal to them for wage adjustments based on our 5-factor project 

to determine baseline pay for all positions in relation to each other.  This is a separate consideration to an 

overall wage increase.  This process, agreed to in 2017 by previous chief librarian and the union, has 

taken 100’s of hours (especially for Sam, Claire and myself) and has become an absurd amount of effort 

for something I feel could have done without the process at all.  We have presented our proposal to the 

Union, they have reviewed and are analyzing it right now. It is not yet over. Of course, I cannot even 

finalize the internal 2022 budget until I know the outcome.   

 

11. Elder College  
 

As we did last year at the request of Elder College for their Spring Break Program, we again put together 

suggestions for Elder College to work with them on possibly two of their Spring 2022 courses.  I use 

“work with them: lightly as what we have done in the past is to put together reading list for the 

participants on material pertinent to their course – with books, audio, DVD etc. – including what may be 

available on interlibrary loan as well.     

My message to Elder College: 

 

1.  British Columbia: Colonial Past and Present (Brett McGillivray) 

Sechelt Library has over 358 items in our non-fiction First Nations Collection.  Depending on 

Brett's course focus, we could possibly put together a reading list for him.  Also, if there are any 

particular books Brett would recommend us to purchase for the collection, we are happy to do so.  

 

2.  Law for Seniors (Carmen Sombrowski) 

Please let Carmen know that Sechelt Library has many law pamphlets from The People's Law 

School for patrons to take home (for free).  Also, we have a staff member who can, by 

appointment, sit down with patrons in a private library setting and walk them through legal 

websites - such as My Law BC Make A Simple Will.    
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12. BC Summer Reading Club Story Award 
 

On February 4th, we have submitted a story for the BC Summer Reading Club Award Nomination.    The 

winner will be announced in the Spring.  We are hoping we will win of course, but, win or no win, it is 

still a funny story!   A PDF copy was included in the Board Report email. 
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13. Comments Received by Patrons  
 

As you know, we receive comments from patrons every day and don’t always write them down, but here 

a few we did: 

 

 

 

14. 2021 Population Data  
 

On March 9th, the new Canada Census numbers were released. I have included pertinent numbers below 

for the following: 

Canada 

BC 

Gibsons 

SIGD 

District of Sechelt 

SCRD Area A 

SCRD Area B 

SCRD Area D  
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Area A Director Leonard Lee, Pender Harbour / Egmont 

 

Area B Director Lori Pratt, Halfmoon Bay 
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Area D Director Andreas Tize, Roberts Creek 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


